Globally, iACT utilizes innovative thinking, human-centered design, and collaborative relationships to co-create replicable and sustainable programs. Since 2005, iACT has facilitated refugee- and community-led education, sports, and leadership programs that build resilience, cultivate recovery, and promote peacebuilding and gender-equality. We are committed to enriching lives, pursuing peace, and empowering refugees and communities affected by humanitarian crises to lead sustainable solutions for long-term success.
What to Expect: Interning at iACT

OVERVIEW
Throughout the year iACT accepts and hosts undergraduate and graduate students from an array of disciplines to support our work as interns. Our internships provide a unique range of opportunities to gain intimate and direct work experience and contribute to high-impact humanitarian action projects. Interns can expect to take part in the following sorts of tasks:

• Program-related research
• Writing professional, media, and personal pieces
• Take part in various organizational and program meetings
• Conduct US and refugee team interviews
• Collect information and data-entry
• Assist in program and project management

Tasks and involvement will also greatly depend on organizational needs and capacity as well as each candidate’s experience, expertise, and current studies. We also like work with each candidate to co-develop alternate projects that overlap our organizational needs with each candidate’s interests and skills.

LOGISTICS
iACT is flexible with start and end dates and accepts both part-time and full-time interns. However we do require a minimum of 12 weeks’ commitment. All internships operate according to our team working policy: equal parts working remote and working in our Hermosa Beach office. * Due to Coronavirus, our team is working remotely full time until further notice.

Please note that at this time iACT is unable to compensate any interns. Individuals seriously interested should seek funding through independent fellowship funding or other sources.

ABOUT YOU
• Creative, resourceful, and an independent worker
• Ambitious and a go-getter
• Detail-oriented and organized
• Positive attitude and a sense of humor!

For more information, please reach out to Katie-Jay Scott at ktj@iactivism.org.